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Abstract

Independent low-rank matrix analysis (ILRMA) is the state-of-the-art algorithm
for blind source separation (BSS) in the determined situation (the number of
microphones is greater than or equal to that of source signals). ILRMA achieves a
great separation performance by modeling the power spectrograms of the source
signals via the nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF). Such a highly developed
source model can solve the permutation problem of the frequency-domain BSS to
a large extent, which is the reason for the excellence of ILRMA. In this paper, we
further improve the separation performance of ILRMA by additionally considering
the general structure of spectrograms, which is called consistency, and hence we
call the proposed method Consistent ILRMA. Since a spectrogram is calculated
by an overlapping window (and a window function induces spectral smearing
called main- and side-lobes), the time-frequency bins depend on each other. In
other words, the time-frequency components are related to each other via the
uncertainty principle. Such co-occurrence among the spectral components can
function as an assistant for solving the permutation problem, which has been
demonstrated by a recent study. On the basis of these facts, we propose an
algorithm for realizing Consistent ILRMA by slightly modifying the original
algorithm. Its performance was extensively evaluated through experiments
performed with various window lengths and shift lengths. The results indicated
several tendencies of the original and proposed ILRMA that include some topics
not fully discussed in the literature. For example, the proposed Consistent ILRMA
tends to outperform the original ILRMA when the window length is sufficiently
long compared to the reverberation time of the mixing system.

Keywords: audio source separation; convolutive mixture; demixing filter
estimation; phase-aware signal processing; spectrogram consistency

1 Introduction
Blind source separation (BSS) is a technique for separating individual sources from

an observed mixture without knowing how they were mixed. BSS for multichannel

audio signals observed by multiple microphones has been particularly studied [1–13].

The BSS problem can be divided into two situations: underdetermined (the number

of microphones is less than the number of sources) and (over-)determined (the

number of microphones is greater than or equal to the number of sources) cases.

This paper focuses on the determined BSS problem, as high-quality separation can

be achieved compared with the underdetermined BSS methods.

Independent component analysis (ICA) is the most popular and successful algo-

rithm for solving the determined BSS problem [1]. It estimates a demixing matrix

(the inverse system of the mixing process) by assuming statistical independence
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between the sources. For a mixture of audio signals, ICA is usually applied in the

time-frequency domain via the short-time Fourier transform (STFT) because the

sources are mixed up by convolution. This strategy is called frequency-domain ICA

(FDICA) [2] and independently applies ICA to the complex-valued signals in each

frequency. Then, the estimated frequency-wise demixing matrices must be aligned

over all frequencies so that the frequency components of the same source are grouped

together. Such alignment of the frequency components is called a permutation prob-

lem [3–6] and a complete solution to it has not been established. Therefore, a great

deal of research has tackled this problem.

To avoid the permutation misalignment as much as possible, various sophisticated

source models have been proposed. Independent vector analysis (IVA) [7–10] is one

of the most successful methods in the early stage of the development. It assumes

higher-order dependences (co-occurrence among the frequency components) of each

source by utilizing a spherical generative model of the source frequency vector. This

assumption enables IVA to simultaneously estimate the frequency-wise demixing

matrices and solve the permutation problem to a large extent using only one ob-

jective function. It has been further developed by improving its source model. One

natural and powerful extension of IVA is independent low-rank matrix analysis (IL-

RMA) [11, 12], which integrates the source model of nonnegative matrix factoriza-

tion (NMF) [14,15] based on the Itakura–Saito divergence (IS-NMF) [16] into IVA.

This extension has greatly improved the performance of separation by taking the

low-rank time-frequency structure (co-occurrence among the time-frequency bins)

of the source signals into account. ILRMA has achieved the state-of-the-art perfor-

mance and been further developed by several researchers [17–29]. In this respect,

ILRMA can be considered the new standard of the determined BSS algorithms.

However, the separation performance of IVA and ILRMA is still inferior compared

to the ideal performance of ICA-based frequency-domain BSS. In [30], the perfor-

mances of IVA and ILRMA were compared with that of FDICA with perfect per-

mutation alignment using reference sources (ideal permutation solver), and it was

confirmed that there is still a noticeable room for improvement of ILRMA-based

BSS. In fact, IVA and ILRMA often encounter the block permutation problem, that

is, group-wise permutation misalignment of components between sources [31].

The consistency of a spectrogram is another promising approach for solving the

permutation problem. A recent study has shown that STFT can provide some effec-

tive information related to the co-occurrence among the time-frequency bins [32].

Since an overlapping window is utilized in STFT, the time-frequency bins are re-

lated to each other based on the overlapping segments. The frequency components

within a segment are also related to each other because of the spectral smearing

called main- and side-lobes of the window. In other words, the time-frequency com-

ponents are not independent but related to each other via the uncertainty principle

of time-frequency representation. Such relations have been well-studied in phase-

aware signal processing [33–43] by the name of spectrogram consistency [44–47]. In

the previous study [32], the spectrogram consistency was imposed on BSS to help the

algorithm solve the permutation problem. This is an approach very different from

the conventional studies of determined BSS because it utilizes the general prop-

erty of STFT independent of the source model (in contrast to the above-mentioned
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methods that focused on modeling of the source signals without considering the

property of STFT). As the spectrogram consistency can be incorporated with any

source model, its combination with the state-of-the-art algorithm should achieve a

high separation performance.

However, the paper that proposed the combination of consistency and determined

BSS [32] only showed the potential of consistency in an experiment using FDICA

and IVA. The paper claimed that it was a first step of incorporating the spectro-

gram consistency with determined BSS, and no advanced method was tested. In

particular, ILRMA was not considered because its algorithm is far more compli-

cated than that derived in [32], and thus it is not clear whether (and how much)

the spectrogram consistency might improve the state-of-the-art BSS algorithm.

In this paper, we propose a new variant of ILRMA called Consistent ILRMA

that considers the spectrogram consistency within the algorithm of ILRMA. The

combination of IS-NMF and spectral smoothing of the inverse STFT (see Figs. 1

and 2 in Sect. 2.3) achieves the source modeling for a complex spectrogram. In

particular, the spectral smearing in the frequency direction ties the adjacent fre-

quency bins together, and this effect of spectrogram consistency helps ILRMA to

solve the permutation problem. Since consistency is a concept depending on the

parameters related to a window function, we extensively tested the separation per-

formance of Consistent ILRMA through experiments with various window lengths

and shift lengths. The results clarified several tendencies of the conventional and

proposed methods, including that the proposed method outperforms the original

ILRMA when the window length is sufficiently long compared to the reverberation

time of the mixing system.

2 Permutation problem of frequency-domain BSS and
spectrogram consistency

2.1 Formulation of frequency-domain BSS

Let the lth sample of a time-domain signal be denoted as x[l], and N source signals

be observed by M microphones. Then, the lth sample of the multichannel source,

observed, and separated signals are respectively denoted as

s[l] =
[
s1[l], s2[l], · · · , sn[l], · · · sN [l]

]T ∈ RN , (1)

x[l] =
[
x1[l], x2[l], · · · , xm[l], · · ·xM [l]

]T ∈ RM , (2)

y[l] =
[
y1[l], y2[l], · · · , yn[l], · · · yN [l]

]T ∈ RN , (3)

where n = 1, · · · , N , m = 1, · · · ,M , and l = 1, · · · , L are the indexes of sources,

microphones (channels), and discrete time, respectively, and ·T denotes the trans-

pose. BSS aims at recovering the source signal s from the observed signal x, i.e.,

making y as close to s as possible.

In the frequency-domain BSS, those signals are handled in the time-frequency

domain via STFT. Let the window length and shifting step of STFT be denoted as

Q and τ , respectively. Then, the jth segment of a signal z[l] is defined as

z[j] =
[
z[(j−1)τ+1], z[(j−1)τ+2], · · · , z[(j−1)τ+Q]

]T
,

=
[
z[j][1], z[j][2], · · · , z[j][q], · · · , z[j][Q]

]T ∈ RQ, (4)
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where j = 1, · · · , J and q = 1, · · · , Q are the indexes of the segments and in-

segment samples, respectively, and the number of segments is given by J = L/τ

with some zero-padding for adjusting the signal length L if necessary. STFT of a

signal z = [ z[1], · · · , z[L] ]T ∈ RL is denoted by

Z = STFTω(z) ∈ CI×J , (5)

where the (i, j)th bin of the spectrogram Z is given as

zij =

Q∑
q=1

ω[q] z[j][q] e−ı2π(q−1)(i−1)/F , (6)

i = 1, · · · , I is the index of frequency bins, F is an integer satisfying bF/2c+ 1 = I,

b·c is the floor function, ı denotes the imaginary unit, and ω is an analysis window.

The inverse STFT with a synthesis window ω̃ is also defined in the usual way and

denoted as ISTFTω̃(·). In this paper, we assume that the window pair satisfies the

following perfect reconstruction condition:

z = ISTFTω̃(STFTω(z)) ∀z ∈ RL. (7)

By applying STFT, the (i, j)th bin of the spectrograms of source, observed, and

separated signals can be written as

sij = [ sij1, sij2, · · · , sijn, · · · sijN ]
T ∈ CN , (8)

xij = [xij1, xij2, · · · , xijm, · · ·xijM ]
T ∈ CM , (9)

yij = [ yij1, yij2, · · · , yijn, · · · yijN ]
T ∈ CN . (10)

We also denote the spectrograms corresponding to the nth or mth signals in (8)–(10)

as Sn ∈ CI×J , Xm ∈ CI×J , and Yn ∈ CI×J , whose elements are sijn, xijm, and

yijn, respectively. In the ordinary frequency-domain BSS, an instantaneous mixing

process for each frequency bin is assumed:

xij = Aisij , (11)

where Ai ∈ CM×N is a frequency-wise mixing matrix. The mixture model (11)

is approximately valid when the reverberation time is sufficiently shorter than the

length of the analysis window used in STFT [48].

Hereafter, we consider the determined case, i.e., M = N . In this case, BSS can

be achieved by estimating the inverse of Ai for all frequency bins. By denoting an

approximate inverse as Wi ≈ A−1
i , the separation process can be written as

yij = Wixij , (12)

where Wi = [wi1,wi2, · · · ,wiN ]H ∈ CN×M is a frequency-wise demixing matrix

and ·H denotes the Hermitian transpose. The aim of a determined BSS algorithm

is to find the demixing matrices for all frequency bins so that the separated signals

approximate the source signals.
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2.2 Permutation problem in determined BSS

In practice, the scale and permutation of the separated signals are unknown because

the information of the mixing process is missing. That is, when the separation is

correctly performed by some demixing matrix Wi as in (12), the following signal is

also a solution to the BSS problem:

ŷij = Ŵixij (Ŵi = DiPiWi), (13)

where Di ∈ CN×N and Pi ∈ {0, 1}N×N are arbitrary diagonal and permutation

matrices, respectively. While the signal scale can easily be recovered by applying the

back projection [49], the permutation of the estimated signals ŷij must be aligned

for all frequency bins, i.e., Pi must be the same for all i. This alignment of the

permutation of estimated signals is the permutation problem, which is the main

obstacle of the frequency-domain determined BSS.

In FDICA, a permutation solver (realignment process of Pi) is utilized as a

post-processing applied to the frequency-wise separated signals ŷij [4–6]. In re-

cent frequency-domain BSS methods, an additional assumption on sources (or

source model) is introduced to circumvent the permutation problem. For exam-

ple, IVA assumes simultaneous co-occurrence of all frequency components in the

same source, and ILRMA assumes a low-rank structure of the power spectrogram

Yn. Other source models have also been proposed for improving the separation per-

formance [50–52]. These source models can avoid the permutation problem to some

extent during the estimation of Ŵi. Recent developments of determined BSS have

been achieved via the quest to find a better source model that represents the source

signals more precisely.

2.3 Solving permutation problem by spectrogram consistency

A recent paper reported another approach for solving the permutation problem

based on the general property of STFT called spectrogram consistency [32]. The

consistency is a fundamental property of a spectrogram. Since any time-frequency

representation has a theoretical limitation called the uncertainty principle, the time-

frequency bins of a spectrogram are not independent but related to each other. The

inverse STFT always modifies the spectrogram Zn that violates this kind of inter-

time-frequency relation so that the relation is recovered. That is, a spectrogram Zn

properly retains the inter-time-frequency relation if and only if

E(Zn) = Zn − STFTω(ISTFTω̃(Zn)) (14)

is zero, i.e., ‖E(Zn)‖ = 0 for a norm ‖·‖. Such spectrogram Zn satisfying ‖E(Zn)‖ =

0 is said to be consistent.

Figure 1 demonstrates the effect of spectrogram consistency, where Sart ∈ CI×J is

an artificially produced complex-valued spectrogram and |Sart|2 is its power spec-

trogram. The notation | · |2 for a matrix input represents the element-wise squared

absolute value. By applying STFTω(ISTFTω̃(·)), the inconsistent spectrogram Sart

shown in the left column of Fig. 1 is converted into the corresponding consistent

spectrogram, which is a smoothed version of Sart, as shown in the right column.
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Figure 1 Inconsistent power spectrograms |Sart|2 (left column) and their consistent version (right
column) obtained by applying inverse STFT and STFT. The top-left spectrogram is artificially
produced with random phase. The middle-left and the bottom-left spectrograms are music and
speech signals with random dropout. Enforcing spectrogram consistency can be viewed as a
smoothing process of the inconsistent spectrogram along both time and frequency axes.

This smoothing process occurs because the main- and side-lobes of the window

function (and the overlap-add process) spread the energy of a time-frequency bin.

Since the inverse STFT is a process of recovering the consistency (the inter-time-

frequency relation), it has the capability of aligning the frequency components. This

is also demonstrated in Fig. 2. As a simulation of the permutation problem, the fre-

quency bins in S1 and S2 were randomly shuffled to obtain the spectrogram with

permutation misalignment, S
(perm)
n (the center column in the figure), which is a typ-

ical output signal of FDICA. Note that these misaligned spectrograms are perfectly

separated for each frequency because each time-frequency bin contains only one

of the two sources. By enforcing spectrogram consistency, the smoothing process

spread the time-frequency components as shown in the right column of Fig. 2. In

other words, the inverse STFT mixes up the separated signals if the frequency-wise

permutation is not aligned correctly. Therefore, enforcing consistency within a BSS

algorithm by applying STFTω(ISTFTω̃(·)) can improve the separation performance

to some extent [32].

3 Proposed method
By incorporating spectrogram consistency into ILRMA, we propose a novel BSS

method named Consistent ILRMA. In this section, after stating our motivation

and contributions, we first review the standard ILRMA introduced in [11, 12] and

then propose the consistent version of ILRMA with an algorithm that achieves

Consistent ILRMA and is openly available on the web.

3.1 Motivations and contributions

The previous paper [32] only reported that the performances of traditional BSS

algorithms, FDICA and IVA, were improved by enforcing consistency during the es-
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(a) Music signals: guitar (top row) and vocals (bottom row)

(b) Speech signals: female (top row) and male (bottom row)

Figure 2 Smoothing effect of spectrogram consistency applied to permutation misaligned signals:
(a) music and (b) speech. The left column shows the original source signals |Sn|2 and the center
column shows their randomly permuted versions, which simulates the permutation problem and is

denoted as S
(perm)
n . The right column shows the consistent versions of S

(perm)
n . The smoothing

effect mixes up the signals.

timation of the demixing matrix Wi. In addition, no detailed experimental analysis

related to STFT parameters was provided, even though the parameters of window

functions in the STFT and inverse STFT directly affect the smoothing effect of

spectrogram consistency.

The spectrogram consistency is a general property of STFT, and therefore it can

be combined with any source model for determined BSS. Its combination with state-

of-the-art models, including ILRMA, is of great interest because the current main-

stream algorithm for determined audio source separation is centered on ILRMA,

which is based on an NMF-based richer time-frequency source model. Indeed, many

recent papers are based on the framework of ILRMA [17–29]. Even though combin-

ing ILRMA with the spectrogram consistency should be able to exceed the limit of

existing BSS algorithms, no such method has been investigated in the literature.
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In this paper, we propose a new BSS algorithm that combines ILRMA and spec-

trogram consistency. Our first contribution is an algorithm that achieves Consistent

ILRMA by inserting STFTω(ISTFTω̃(·)) into the iterative optimization algorithm

of ILRMA. The second contribution is to apply a scale-aligning process called it-

erative back projection within the iterative algorithm. This process enhances the

separation performance when it is combined with spectrogram consistency. The

third contribution is an experimental finding that spectrogram consistency can work

properly with the iterative back projection. We found that both Consistent IVA and

Consistent ILRMA require iterative back projection to achieve a good performance.

Our fourth contribution is to provide the massive experimental results for several

window functions, window lengths, shift lengths, reverberation times, and source

types. We also provide discussions for clarifying the tendency of ILRMA with spec-

trogram consistency.

3.2 Standard ILRMA [12]

The original ILRMA [12] was derived from the following generative model of the

spectrograms of the separated signals:

Yn ∼ p(Yn) =
∏
i,j

Nc(0, rijn) =
∏
i,j

1

πrijn
exp

(
−|yijn|

2

rijn

)
, (15)

whereNc(µ, r) is the circularly symmetric complex Gaussian distribution with mean

µ and variance r. In this model, the source component yijn is assumed to obey a

zero-mean and isotropic distribution, i.e., the phase of yijn is generated from the

uniform distribution in the range [0, 2π) and the real and imaginary parts of yijn are

mutually independent. The validity of this assumption is shown in the Appendix.

The variance rijn can be viewed as an expectation value of |yijn|2. This variance

rijn as a two-dimensional array indexed by (i, j) is denoted as Rn ∈ RI×J>0 , which

is called the variance spectrogram corresponding to the nth source. In ILRMA, the

variance matrix Rn is modeled using the rank-K NMF, as

Rn = TnVn, (16)

where Tn ∈ RI×K>0 and Vn ∈ RK×J
>0 are the basis and activation matrices in NMF.

The basis vectors in Tn, which represent spectral patterns of the nth source signal,

are indexed by k = 1, · · · ,K. As in FDICA, statistical independence between the

source signals is also assumed in ILRMA:

p(Y1,Y2, · · · ,YN ) =
∏
n

p(Yn). (17)

ILRMA estimates the demixing matrix Wi so that the power spectrograms of the

separated signals |Yn|2 have a low-rank structure that can be well-approximated by

TnVn with small K. This BSS principle of ILRMA is illustrated in Fig. 3. When

the low-rank source model can appropriately fit to the power spectrograms of the

original source signals |Sn|2, ILRMA provides an excellent separation performance

without explicitly solving the permutation problem afterward.
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Figure 3 BSS principle of standard ILRMA.

The demixing matrix Wi and the nonnegative matrices Tn and Vn can be ob-

tained through maximum likelihood estimation. The negative log-likelihood to be

minimized, denoted by L, is given as [12]:

L = − log p(X1,X2, · · · ,XM ),

= −
∑
i,j

log |detWi|2 − log p(Y1,Y2, · · · ,YN ),

c
= −2J

∑
i

|detWi|+
∑
i,j,n

(
|wH

inxij |2∑
k tiknvkjn

+ log
∑
k

tiknvkjn

)
, (18)

where
c
= denotes equality up to constant factors, and tikn > 0 and vkjn > 0 are the

elements of Tn and Vn, respectively. The minimization of (18) can be performed by

iterating the following update rules for the spatial model parameters,

Uin ←
1

J

∑
j

1∑
k tiknvkjn

xijx
H
ij , (19)

win ← (WiUin)
−1
en, (20)

win ← win
(
wH
inUinwin

)− 1
2 , (21)

yijn ← wH
inxij , (22)

and for the source model parameters,

tikn ← tikn

√√√√∑j |yijn|2 (
∑
k′ tik′nvk′jn)

−2
vkjn∑

j (
∑
k′ tik′nvk′jn)

−1
vkjn

, (23)

vkjn ← vkjn

√∑
i |yijn|2 (

∑
k′ tik′nvk′jn)

−2
tikn∑

i (
∑
k′ tik′nvk′jn)

−1
tikn

, (24)

where en ∈ {0, 1}N is the unit vector with the nth element equal to unity. Update

rules (19)–(24) ensure the monotonic non-increase of the negative log-likelihood

function L. After iterative calculations of updates (19)–(24), the separated signal

can be obtained by (12).

Equation (22) is equivalent to beamforming [53] to xij with the beamformer

coefficients win. Thus, FDICA, IVA, and ILRMA can be interpreted as an adaptive

estimation process of beamforming coefficients without having to know the geometry

of microphones and sources [54]. For this reason, the estimated signal Yn obtained
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by (22) is a complex-valued spectrogram, and we do not need to recover its phase

components using, e.g., Griffin–Lim-algorithm-based techniques [37–40, 43, 55–59].

Both the amplitude and phase components of each source are recovered by the

complex-valued linear separation filter win.

3.3 Proposed Consistent ILRMA

To further improve the separation performance of the standard ILRMA, we intro-

duce the spectrogram consistency into the parameter update procedure. In the pro-

posed Consistent ILRMA, the following combination of forward and inverse STFT

is performed at the beginning of each iteration of parameter updates:

Yn ← STFTω(ISTFTω̃(Yn)). (25)

This procedure is the projection of the spectrogram of a separated signal Yn onto

the set of consistent spectrograms [32]. That is, STFTω(ISTFTω̃(Yn)) performs

nothing if Yn is consistent, but otherwise it smooths the complex spectrogram Yn,

by going through the time domain, so that the uncertainty principle is satisfied.

In Consistent ILRMA, the calculation of (25) is performed in each iteration of

parameter updates based on (19)–(24). Enforcing the spectrogram consistency for

the temporary separated signal Yn in each iteration guides the parameters Wi, Tn

and Vn to better solutions, which results in higher separation performance compared

to that of conventional ILRMA.

Note that this simple update (25) may increase the value of the negative log-

likelihood function (18), and therefore the monotonicity of the algorithm is no

longer guaranteed. However, we will see later in the experiments that the value

of the negative log-likelihood function stably decreases as in the standard ILRMA.

The amount of the inconsistent component (14) also settles down to some specific

value after several iterations.

3.4 Iterative back projection

Since frequency-domain BSS cannot determine the scales of estimated signals (rep-

resented by Di in (13)), the spectrogram of a separated signal Yn after an iteration

is inconsistent due to the scale irregularity. To take full advantage of the projection

enforcing spectrogram consistency in (25), we also propose applying the following

back projection at the end of each iteration so that the frequency-wise scales are

aligned.

In determined BSS, the back projection is a standard procedure for recovering

the frequency-wise scales. It can be written as [49]:

ỹijn = W−1
i (en ◦ yij) = yijnλin, (26)

where ỹijn = [ ỹijn1, ỹijn2, · · · , ỹijnM ]T ∈ CM is the (i, j)th bin of the scale-fitted

spectrogram of the nth separated signal, λin = [λin1, λin2, · · · , λinM ]T ∈ CM is a

coefficient vector of back projection for the nth signal at the ith frequency, and ◦
denotes the element-wise multiplication. In the proposed method, this update (26)

is performed at the end of each iteration so that the projection (25) at the beginning
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Algorithm 1 Consistent ILRMA

Input: {xij}I,Ji=1,j=1,maxIter

Output: {yij}I,Ji=1,j=1

1: Initialize {Tn}Nn=1, {Vn}Nn=1, {Wi}Ii=1

2: for iter = 1, 2, · · · ,maxIter do

3: Ensure consistency by calculating (25) ∀n
4: Update source model by calculating (23) and (24) ∀i, j, k, n
5: Update spatial model by calculating (19)–(22) ∀i, j, n
6: Apply back projection by calculating (26) ∀i, j, n
7: Update parameters by calculating (27)–(29) ∀i, j, k, n
8: end for

of the next iteration properly smooths the spectrograms without the effect of scale

indeterminacy.

One side effect of this back projection is that the value of the negative log-

likelihood function (18) is also changed due to the scale modification. In IVA, this

problem cannot be avoided because the only parameter in IVA is the demixing ma-

trix Wi. However, in ILRMA, since both the demixing matrix Wi and the source

model parameter TnVn can determine the scale of estimated signal Yn, the likeli-

hood variation can be avoided by appropriately adjusting win and Tn after the back

projection. To prevent the likelihood variation, the following updates are required

after performing (26):

win ← winλinmref
, (27)

yijn ← wH
inxij , (28)

tikn ← tikn|λinmref
|2, (29)

where mref is the index of the reference channel utilized in the back projection.

The overall algorithm of the proposed Consistent ILRMA is summarized in Al-

gorithm 1. The iterative loop for the parameter optimization appears in the sec-

ond to eighth lines. The spectrogram consistency of the temporary separated sig-

nal Yn is ensured in the third line, and the iterative back projection is applied

in the sixth and seventh lines. Note that an algorithm for the conventional IL-

RMA can be obtained by performing only the fourth and fifth lines (i.e., ignor-

ing the third, sixth, and seventh lines). A Python code of the conventional IL-

RMA is openly available online (https://pyroomacoustics.readthedocs.io/en/

pypi-release/pyroomacoustics.bss.ilrma.html), and therefore the proposed

Consistent ILRMA with Python can be easily implemented by slightly modify-

ing the codes. A MATLAB code of Consistent ILRMA is also available online

(https://github.com/d-kitamura/ILRMA/blob/master/consistentILRMA.m).

4 Experiments
In this section, we conducted two experiments using synthesized and real-recorded

mixtures. The synthesized mixtures were produced by convoluting the impulse

responses to dry audio sources, while the real-recorded mixtures were actually

recorded by using a microphone array in an ordinary room with ambient noise.

https://pyroomacoustics.readthedocs.io/en/pypi-release/pyroomacoustics.bss.ilrma.html
https://pyroomacoustics.readthedocs.io/en/pypi-release/pyroomacoustics.bss.ilrma.html
https://github.com/d-kitamura/ILRMA/blob/master/consistentILRMA.m
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Table 1 Music and speech dry sources obtained from SiSEC2011

Signal Data name Source (1/2)
Music 1 bearlin-roads acoustic guit main/vocals
Music 2 bearlin-roads piano/acoustic guit main
Music 3 bearlin-roads piano/vocals
Music 4 another dreamer-the ones we love guitar/vocals
Music 5 another dreamer-the ones we love drums/guitar
Music 6 fort minor-remember the name violins synth/vocals
Music 7 fort minor-remember the name vocals/drums
Music 8 tamy-que pena tanto faz guitar/vocals
Music 9 ultimate nz tour guitar/synth

Music 10 ultimate nz tour drums/vocals
Speech 1 dev1 female4 src 1/src 2
Speech 2 dev1 female4 src 1/src 4
Speech 3 dev1 female4 src 2/src 3
Speech 4 dev1 female4 src 2/src 4
Speech 5 dev1 female4 src 3/src 4
Speech 6 dev1 male4 src 1/src 2
Speech 7 dev1 male4 src 1/src 4
Speech 8 dev1 male4 src 2/src 3
Speech 9 dev1 male4 src 2/src 4

Speech 10 dev1 male4 src 3/src 4

4.1 BSS of synthesized mixtures

4.1.1 Conditions

We conducted determined BSS experiments using synthesized music and speech

mixtures with two sources and two microphones (N = M = 2). The dry sources

of music and speech signals, listed in Table 1, were respectively obtained from

professionally produced music and underdetermined separation tasks pro-

vided as a part of SiSEC2011 [60]. They were convoluted with the impulse response

E2A (T60 = 300 ms) or JR2 (T60 = 470 ms), obtained from the RWCP database [61],

to simulate the multichannel observation signals. The recording conditions of these

impulse responses are shown in Fig. 4.

In this experiment, we compared the performance of six methods: three conven-

tional and three proposed. The conventional methods were the standard IVA [10],

Consistent IVA [32], and standard ILRMA [11]. The proposed methods were Consis-

tent IVA with iterative back projection (Consistent IVA+BP), Consistent ILRMA,

and Consistent ILRMA with iterative back projection (Consistent ILRMA+BP).

For all methods, the initial demixing matrix was set to an identity matrix. For the

ILRMA-based methods, the nonnegative matrices Tn and Vn were initialized using

uniformly distributed random values in the range (0, 1). Five trials were performed

for each condition using different pseudorandom seeds. The number of bases for each

source, K, was set to 10 for music mixtures and 2 for speech mixtures, where it was

experimentally confirmed that these conditions provide the best performance for the

conventional ILRMA [11]. To satisfy the perfect reconstruction condition (7), the

inverse STFT was implemented by the canonical dual of the analysis window. For

both Consistent IVA+BP and Consistent ILRMA+BP, the iterative back projec-

tion was applied, where the reference channel was set to mref =1. Since the property

of spectrogram consistency depends on the window length, shift length, and type

of window function, various combinations of them were tested. The experimental

conditions are summarized in Table 2.
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5.66 cm

50 50
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5.66 cm

60 60

Impulse response E2A
(reverberation time: T60 = 300 ms)

Impulse response JR2
(reverberation time: T60 = 470 ms)

(a) (b)

Source 2 Source 1 Source 2

Figure 4 Recording conditions of impulse responses: (a) E2A and (b) JR2.

Table 2 Experimental conditions

Window function Hann/Hamming/Blackman window
Window length 64, 128, 256, 512, 768, 1024 ms

Window shift length 1/16, 1/8, 1/4, 1/2 of window length
Number of bases K for 10 for music signals
each source in ILRMA and 2 for speech signals
Number of iterations 100

For quantitative evaluation of the separation performance, we measured the

source-to-distortion ratio (SDR), source-to-interference ratio (SIR), and sources-

to-artifact ratio (SAR). In a noiseless situation, SDR, SIR, and SAR are defined as

follows [62]:

SDR = 10 log10

∑
l |st[l]|2∑

l |ei[l] + ea[l]|2
, (30)

SIR = 10 log10

∑
l |st[l]|2∑
l |ei[l]|2

, (31)

SAR = 10 log10

∑
l |st[l] + ei[l]|2∑

l |ea[l]|2
, (32)

where st[l], ei[l], and ea[l] are the lth sample of target signal, interference, and

artificial components of the estimated signal, respectively, in the time domain. SIR

and SAR are used to quantify the amount of interference rejection and the absence

of artificial distortion of the estimated signal, respectively. SDR is used to quantify

the overall separation performance, as SDR is in good agreement with both SIR

and SAR for determined BSS.

In this experiment, the energy of sources was not adjusted, i.e., the energy ratio of

sources (source-to-source ratio) was automatically determined by the initial volume

of the dry sources and the level of the impulse responses. That is, the source-to-

source ratio of each mixture signal is different from the others. To equally evaluate

the performances of different mixtures, we calculated SDR improvement (∆SDR)

and SIR improvement (∆SIR) defined as

∆SDR = SDRsep − SDRinput, (33)

∆SIR = SIRsep − SIRinput, (34)
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Figure 5 Values of negative log-likelihood function (18) of Consistent ILRMA+BP (window
length: 256 ms, shift length: 32 ms).

(a) Window length: 256 ms, shift length: 32 ms

(b) Window length: 1024 ms, shift length: 512 ms

Figure 6 Examples of normalized energy of inconsistent components (‖E(Y)‖22/‖X‖22) of ILRMA
and Consistent ILRMA+BP for Music 1: (a) 256-ms-long window and 32-ms shifting and (b)
1024-ms-long window and 512-ms shifting, where X = [X1,X2], and E(·) is in (14).

where SDRsep and SIRsep are the SDR and SIR of the separated signal, and SDRinput

and SIRinput are the SDR and SIR of the initial mixture signal input to the BSS

methods. Note that SAR improvement cannot be defined because its value of the

signal without artificial processing cannot be defined (SARinput =∞).

4.1.2 Results and discussions

Figure 5 shows examples of the value of the negative log-likelihood function (18)

of Consistent ILRMA+BP. Although the algorithmic convergence of the proposed

method has not been theoretically justified because of the additional projection

(25), we experimentally confirmed a smooth decrease of the cost function. We also

confirmed that such behavior was common for the other experimental conditions

and mixtures. This result indicates that the additional procedure in the proposed

method does not have a harmful effect on the behavior of the overall algorithm.
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(a) Window length: 256 ms, shift length: 32 ms

(b) Window length: 1024 ms, shift length: 512 ms

Figure 7 Examples of normalized energy of inconsistent components (‖E(Y)‖22/‖X‖22) of ILRMA
and Consistent ILRMA+BP for Speech 1: (a) 256-ms-long window and 32-ms shifting and (b)
1024-ms-long window and 512-ms shifting, where X = [X1,X2], and E(·) is in (14).

Figures 6 and 7 show examples of the energy of the inconsistent components (14) of

standard ILRMA and Consistent ILRMA+BP. The energy was normalized by that

of the initial spectrograms in order to align the vertical axis. Note that the energy

of inconsistency components is not directly related to the degree of permutation

misalignment or the separation performance. These figures are shown to confirm

whether the proposed algorithm can properly reduce the degree of inconsistency.

These values are completely zero when the separated spectrograms are consistent,

and hence those at the 0th iteration (the leftmost values) are zero because no pro-

cessing is performed at that point. By iterating the algorithms, this energy rapidly

increased because the demixing matrix for each frequency independently tried to

process and separate the signals. However, the normalized energy tended toward

some specific values after several iterations. We confirmed that the converged val-

ues of Consistent ILRMA+BP were always lower than those of standard ILRMA.

This result indicates that Consistent ILRMA+BP reduces the amount of the incon-

sistent components and tries to make the separated spectrogram more consistent.

In addition, similar to Fig. 5, the algorithmic stability of Consistent ILRMA+BP

can be confirmed from Figs. 6 and 7.

Figures 8 and 9 summarize the SDR improvements for the music mixtures and

speech mixtures, respectively. The window function was the Hann window. Each

box contains 50 results (i.e., 5 pseudorandom seeds × 10 mixtures in Table 1), where

∆SDRs of the two separated sources in each mixture were averaged. The central

lines of the box plots indicate the median, and the bottom and top edges of the box

indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles, respectively. Each row corresponds to the

same window length, while each column corresponds to the same shift length. As we
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(a) E2A (300ms) (b) JR2 (470ms)

Figure 8 Average SDR improvements for synthesized music mixtures (Music 1–10) with (a) E2A
and (b) JR2, where Hann window is used in STFT.
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(a) E2A (300ms) (b) JR2 (470ms)

Figure 9 Average SDR improvements for synthesized speech mixtures (Speech 1–10) with (a) E2A
and (b) JR2, where Hann window is used in STFT.
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conducted the experiment for six window lengths, four shift lengths, and two impulse

responses, each figure consists of 6 × 4 × 2 subfigures. In each subfigure, six boxes

are shown to illustrate the results of (1) IVA, (2) Consistent IVA, (3) Consistent

IVA+BP, (4) ILRMA, (5) Consistent ILRMA, and (6) Consistent ILRMA+BP.

Since the tendency of the results was the same as Figs. 8 and 9, we provide the SDR

improvements for the other windows (Hamming and Blackman) in the Appendix.

The SIR improvement and SAR are also given in the Appendix.

Since IVA and ILRMA assume the instantaneous mixing model (11) for each

frequency in the time-frequency domain, the window length should be long relative

to the reverberation time to achieve accurate separation. At the same time, too long

a window degrades the separation performance of IVA and ILRMA, as discussed

in [30]. This is because capturing the source activity and spectral patterns becomes

difficult for IVA and ILRMA as the time resolution of the spectrograms becomes

low due to a long window. The robustness of IVA and ILRMA is also deteriorated

by a long window because the effective number of time segments is decreased. This

trade-off of the separation performance caused by window length in STFT can

be easily confirmed from the results for both music (Fig. 8) and speech (Fig. 9)

mixtures, which is consistent with the results in [30]. As shown in the figures, the

performance was poor for the shorter windows (≤ 128 ms), and the performance

for the longer windows (≥ 768 ms) was more varied than that of the shorter ones.

The window length best suited for these conditions (combinations of source signals

and impulse responses) seems to be around 256 ms or 512 ms. While the maximum

achievable performance becomes higher as the window length becomes longer due

to the mixing model (11), these results indicate that the source modeling becomes

difficult for both IVA and ILRMA when the window length is too long. This trade-off

should be important for discussing the results further.

By comparing the performances of the conventional (IVA, Consistent IVA, and

ILRMA) and proposed (Consistent IVA+BP, Consistent ILRMA, and Consistent

ILRMA+BP) methods, we can see that the proposed methods tend to outperform

the conventional ones. Some comparisons are made as follows.

• Conventional and proposed IVAs: The proposed Consistent IVA+BP per-

formed better than the conventional IVAs (IVA and Consistent IVA) in

Figs. 8(b) and 9(b) when the window length was sufficiently long (≥ 256 ms).

In those cases, the conventional Consistent IVA resulted in a worse perfor-

mance than IVA, which indicates that just using spectrogram consistency

cannot improve the performance of IVA. This demonstrates the importance

of the iterative back projection when spectrogram consistency is considered

within determined BSS.

• Conventional and proposed ILRMAs: The proposed Consistent ILRMA

without BP performed comparably to the conventional ILRMA. In Figs. 8(a)

and 9(a), Consistent ILRMA performed better than ILRMA when the win-

dow length was long (≥ 768 ms). In contrast, in Figs. 8(b) and 9(b), Consistent

ILRMA performed worse than ILRMA. This is presumably because the scale

ambiguity prevented the spectrogram consistency from working properly. By

incorporating iterative back projection into Consistent ILRMA, the proposed

Consistent ILRMA+BP performed better than the conventional ILRMA. In
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the best situation (the top left subfigure of Fig. 8), Consistent ILRMA+BP

performed 8 dB better than ILRMA by bringing out the potential of spectro-

gram consistency in determined BSS.

To further explain the experimental results, some notable tendencies are summa-

rized as follows.

• Short window: When the window length was short (64 ms), all methods per-

formed similarly in terms of ∆SDR. This is because the achievable perfor-

mance was already limited by the window length that was shorter than the

reverberation time. This result contradicted our expectation before performing

the experiment. Since enforcing the consistency spreads the frequency com-

ponents based on the main-lobe of the window function, we expected that the

ability to solve the permutation problem would be higher when the window

length was shorter because of the wider main-lobe. In reality, we found that

the spectrogram consistency could assist IVA and ILRMA except for the cases

where the window length was short (≤ 128 ms in this experiment) compared

to the reverberation time.

• Large window shift: When the shift length was 1/2 of the window length,

the performance of ILRMA significantly dropped compared to smaller shift

lengths (1/4, 1/8 and 1/16), especially when the window length was long (e.g.,

1024 ms). This is presumably because the number of time segments was small,

i.e., NMF in ILRMA failed to model the source signals from the given amount

of data. In addition, for a larger window, distinguishing spectral patterns of the

sources became difficult for ILRMA due to the time-directional blurring effect

caused by a longer window. Such performance degradation was alleviated for

Consistent ILRMA+BP. This might be because the smoothing process of the

inverse STFT provides some additional information for the source modeling

from the adjacent bins.

• Length of boxes: When the length of the box of ILRMA was long, as in

Figs. 8(a) and 9(a), Consistent ILRMA+BP was able to improve the perfor-

mance. Conversely, when the length of the box of ILRMA was short, as in

Figs. 8(b) and 9(b), Consistent ILRMA+BP was only able to slightly improve

the performance. Note that the vertical axes are different. This result indicates

that the achievable performance decided by the mixing model (11) limits the

improvement obtained by spectrogram consistency. Since consistency is the

characteristic of a spectrogram, it cannot manage the mixing process. The

demixing-filter update of ILRMA, which is the same for the conventional

and proposed methods, manages the mixing process. Hence, when the mixing

model has a mismatch with the observed condition, there is less room for

spectrogram consistency to improve the performance.

• Improvement by consistency: The proposed method tended to achieve a

good performance when the conventional ILRMA also worked well, e.g.,

Figs. 8(a) and 8(a). This tendency indicates that the spectrogram consistency

effectively promotes the separation when the estimated source Yn accurately

approaches the original source Sn during the optimization, as Sn is naturally

a consistent spectrogram. This is the reason we feel that the consistency can

be an assistant of the frequency-domain BSS. An important aspect is that the
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Table 3 Live-recorded music and speech signals obtained from SiSEC2011

Signal Source (1/2)
Music 1 dev1 nodrums liverec 250ms 1m sim 1/dev1 nodrums liverec 250ms 1m sim 2
Music 2 dev1 nodrums liverec 250ms 1m sim 1/dev1 nodrums liverec 250ms 1m sim 3
Music 3 dev1 nodrums liverec 250ms 1m sim 2/dev1 nodrums liverec 250ms 1m sim 3
Music 4 dev1 wdrums liverec 250ms 1m sim 1/dev1 nodrums liverec 250ms 1m sim 2
Music 5 dev1 wdrums liverec 250ms 1m sim 1/dev1 nodrums liverec 250ms 1m sim 3
Music 6 dev1 wdrums liverec 250ms 1m sim 2/dev1 nodrums liverec 250ms 1m sim 3
Music 7 dev2 nodrums liverec 250ms 1m sim 1/dev1 nodrums liverec 250ms 1m sim 2
Music 8 dev2 nodrums liverec 250ms 1m sim 1/dev1 nodrums liverec 250ms 1m sim 3
Music 9 dev2 nodrums liverec 250ms 1m sim 2/dev1 nodrums liverec 250ms 1m sim 3

Music 10 dev2 wdrums liverec 250ms 1m sim 1/dev1 nodrums liverec 250ms 1m sim 2
Music 11 dev2 wdrums liverec 250ms 1m sim 1/dev1 nodrums liverec 250ms 1m sim 3
Music 12 dev2 wdrums liverec 250ms 1m sim 2/dev1 nodrums liverec 250ms 1m sim 3
Speech 1 dev1 female4 liverec 250ms 1m sim 1/dev1 female4 liverec 250ms 1m sim 2
Speech 2 dev1 female4 liverec 250ms 1m sim 3/dev1 female4 liverec 250ms 1m sim 4
Speech 3 dev1 male4 liverec 250ms 1m sim 1/dev1 male4 liverec 250ms 1m sim 2
Speech 4 dev1 male4 liverec 250ms 1m sim 3/dev1 male4 liverec 250ms 1m sim 4
Speech 5 dev1 female4 liverec 250ms 1m sim 1/dev1 male4 liverec 250ms 1m sim 2
Speech 6 dev2 female4 liverec 250ms 1m sim 3/dev1 male4 liverec 250ms 1m sim 4
Speech 7 dev2 female4 liverec 250ms 1m sim 1/dev1 female4 liverec 250ms 1m sim 2
Speech 8 dev2 female4 liverec 250ms 1m sim 3/dev1 female4 liverec 250ms 1m sim 4
Speech 9 dev2 male4 liverec 250ms 1m sim 1/dev1 male4 liverec 250ms 1m sim 2

Speech 10 dev2 male4 liverec 250ms 1m sim 3/dev1 male4 liverec 250ms 1m sim 4
Speech 11 dev2 male4 liverec 250ms 1m sim 1/dev1 female4 liverec 250ms 1m sim 2
Speech 12 dev2 male4 liverec 250ms 1m sim 3/dev1 female4 liverec 250ms 1m sim 4

source model (e.g., NMF in ILRMA) actually informs the separation cue, and

the spectrogram consistency enhances the separation performance when the

source modeling functions correctly.

4.2 BSS of real-recorded mixtures

4.2.1 Conditions

Next, we evaluated the conventional and proposed methods using live-recorded mu-

sic and speech mixtures obtained from underdetermined separation tasks in

SiSEC2011 [60], where only two sources were mixed to make the BSS problem de-

termined (M = N = 2). The signals used in this experiment are listed in Table 3.

The reverberation time of these signals was 250 ms, and the microphone spacing

was 1 m (see [60]). Since these source signals were actually recorded using a micro-

phone array in an ordinary room with ambient noise, the observed signals are more

realistic compared to those in Sect. 4.1.

For simplicity, in this experiment we used STFT with a fixed condition, the 512-

ms-long Hann window with 1/4 shifting. The experimental conditions other than

the window were the same as those in Sect. 4.1.1.

4.2.2 Results and discussion

Figure 10 shows the results of live-recorded music and speech mixtures. The absolute

scores were lower than those for the synthesized mixtures discussed in Sect. 4.1.2

due to the existence of ambient noise. Still, we can confirm the improvements of

the proposed Consistent IVA+BP and Consistent ILRMA+BP compared to the

conventional IVA and ILRMA, respectively, for both the music (upper row) and

speech (lower row) mixtures. In particular, Consistent IVA+BP improved more than

4 dB over IVA in terms of the median of the ∆SDR of speech mixtures. Consistent
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Figure 10 SDR improvements (left column), SIR improvements (center column), and SAR (right
column) for live-recorded music and speech mixtures, where STFT is performed using the
512-ms-long Hann window with 1/4 shifting. Top row shows the performances for music mixtures
and bottom row shows the performances for speech mixtures.

ILRMA+BP achieved the highest performance in terms of the median of the SDR

improvement for both music and speech mixtures. These results confirm that the

combination of spectrogram consistency and iterative back projection can assist the

separation of determined BSS for a more realistic situation.

5 Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed a new variant of the state-of-the-art determined BSS

algorithm called Consistent ILRMA. It utilizes the smoothing effect of the inverse

STFT in order to assist the separation and enhance the performance. Experimental

results showed that the proposed method can improve the separation performance

when the window length is sufficiently large (≥256 ms in the experimental condition

of this paper). These results demonstrate the potential of considering spectrogram

consistency within the state-of-the-art determined BSS algorithm. In addition, we

experimentally confirmed the importance of iterative back projection for considering

spectrogram consistency within determined BSS. It should be possible to construct

a new source model in consideration of the spectrogram consistency, which can pave

the way for the next direction of research on determined BSS.

Appendix
Independence between real and imaginary parts of spectrogram

The source generative model (15) assumes that the real and imaginary parts of a

source in the time-frequency domain are mutually independent because the gener-
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ative model has a zero-mean and circularly symmetric shape in the complex plane.

The independence between real and imaginary parts or amplitude and phase has

been investigated, but its validity may depend on the parameters of STFT. Inde-

pendence can be measured by a symmetric uncertainty coefficient [63–65]:

C(q1, q2) = 2
H(q1) +H(q2)−H(q1, q2)

H(q1) +H(q2)
, (35)

where q1 and q2 are random variables, H(q1) and H(q2) are their entropy, and

H(q1, q2) is the joint entropy of q1 and q2. Since the numerator of (35) corresponds

to the mutual information of q1 and q2, the symmetric uncertainty coefficient can be

interpreted as normalized mutual information. When q1 and q2 are mutually inde-

pendent, (35) becomes zero. In contrast, when q1 and q2 are completely dependent,

(35) becomes one.

We calculated the symmetric uncertainty coefficient (35) between the real and

imaginary parts of a time-frequency bin obtained by applying STFT to music or

speech sources. Let s be a complex-valued time-frequency bin of a source (the

indexes of frequency and time are omitted here). The independence between the

real and imaginary parts can be measured by C(Re(s), Im(s)), where Re(·) and

Im(·) return the real and imaginary parts of an input complex value, respectively.

Here, H(Re(s)), H(Im(s)), and H(Re(s), Im(s)) were approximately obtained by

calculating the histograms of Re(s) and Im(s). The number of bins in the histograms

was set to 10000. We used the dry sources listed in Table 1: 15 music (instrumental)

and eight speech sources. The parameters of STFT were the same as those in Sect. 4.

Figure 11 shows the symmetric uncertainty coefficients averaged over all bins and

sources. Their values C(Re(s), Im(s)) were almost zero for all STFT conditions and

source types (music or speech), and thus the assumption of independence between

real and imaginary parts is valid for music and speech sources. This fact leads to

the generative model assumed in ILRMA. Note that those symmetric uncertainty

coefficients validated the independence of real and imaginary parts at each time-

frequency bin. That is, the inter-bin relation is not considered here. The proposed

method captures such inter-bin relations imposed by the spectrogram consistency,

which is not apparent in these bin-wise assessments of independence.

Additional experimental results for synthesized mixtures

Figures 12–15, 16–21, and 22–27 show the SDR improvements, SIR improvements,

and SAR, respectively, for synthesized music and speech mixtures. These figures

correspond to the results and discussions in Sect. 4.1.2.
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(a) Hann window

(b) Hamming window

(c) Blackman window

Figure 11 Symmetric uncertainty coefficient between real and imaginary parts for music and
speech sources, where (a) Hann, (b) Hamming, or (c) Blackman window is used in STFT. Left
and right columns correspond to the music sources and speech sources, respectively.
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(a) E2A (300ms) (b) JR2 (470ms)

Figure 12 Average SDR improvements for synthesized music mixtures (Music 1–10) with (a) E2A
and (b) JR2, where Hamming window is used in STFT.
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(a) E2A (300ms) (b) JR2 (470ms)

Figure 13 Average SDR improvements for synthesized music mixtures (Music 1–10) with (a) E2A
and (b) JR2, where Blackman window is used in STFT.
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(a) E2A (300ms) (b) JR2 (470ms)

Figure 14 Average SDR improvements for synthesized speech mixtures (Speech 1–10) with (a)
E2A and (b) JR2, where Hamming window is used in STFT.
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(a) E2A (300ms) (b) JR2 (470ms)

Figure 15 Average SDR improvements for synthesized speech mixtures (Speech 1–10) with (a)
E2A and (b) JR2, where Blackman window is used in STFT.
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(a) E2A (300ms) (b) JR2 (470ms)

Figure 16 Average SIR improvements for synthesized music mixtures (Music 1–10) with (a) E2A
and (b) JR2, where Hann window is used in STFT.
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(a) E2A (300ms) (b) JR2 (470ms)

Figure 17 Average SIR improvements for synthesized music mixtures (Music 1–10) with (a) E2A
and (b) JR2, where Hamming window is used in STFT.
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(a) E2A (300ms) (b) JR2 (470ms)

Figure 18 Average SIR improvements for synthesized music mixtures (Music 1–10) with (a) E2A
and (b) JR2, where Blackman window is used in STFT.
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(a) E2A (300ms) (b) JR2 (470ms)

Figure 19 Average SIR improvements for synthesized speech mixtures (Speech 1–10) with (a)
E2A and (b) JR2, where Hann window is used in STFT.
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(a) E2A (300ms) (b) JR2 (470ms)

Figure 20 Average SIR improvements for synthesized speech mixtures (Speech 1–10) with (a)
E2A and (b) JR2, where Hamming window is used in STFT.
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(a) E2A (300ms) (b) JR2 (470ms)

Figure 21 Average SIR improvements for synthesized speech mixtures (Speech 1–10) with (a)
E2A and (b) JR2, where Blackman window is used in STFT.
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(a) E2A (300ms) (b) JR2 (470ms)

Figure 22 Average SAR for synthesized music mixtures (Music 1–10) with (a) E2A and (b) JR2,
where Hann window is used in STFT.
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(a) E2A (300ms) (b) JR2 (470ms)

Figure 23 Average SAR for synthesized music mixtures (Music 1–10) with (a) E2A and (b) JR2,
where Hamming window is used in STFT.
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(a) E2A (300ms) (b) JR2 (470ms)

Figure 24 Average SAR for synthesized music mixtures (Music 1–10) with (a) E2A and (b) JR2,
where Blackman window is used in STFT.
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(a) E2A (300ms) (b) JR2 (470ms)

Figure 25 Average SAR for synthesized speech mixtures (Speech 1–10) with (a) E2A and (b) JR2,
where Hann window is used in STFT.
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(a) E2A (300ms) (b) JR2 (470ms)

Figure 26 Average SAR for synthesized speech mixtures (Speech 1–10) with (a) E2A and (b) JR2,
where Hamming window is used in STFT.
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(a) E2A (300ms) (b) JR2 (470ms)

Figure 27 Average SAR for synthesized speech mixtures (Speech 1–10) with (a) E2A and (b) JR2,
where Blackman window is used in STFT.
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